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 The novel In Cold Blood by Truman Capote tells of a family that is murdered by 

two jail mates. The time period when the crime took place was the late 1950’s and the 

early 1960’s. The story is based on a true story that happened during Truman Capote’s 

life time. Capote goes into great detail to describe every event, especially the horrific 

murder scene. Mr. Clutter and his family didn’t deserve to be assassinated. Only four 

members of the Clutter Family were killed because they were in the house. The 

murderers were Perry and Dick. Once they committed the crime they fled the scene and 

the state. There were three special agents trying to find them. The agents were going to 

their house, landlords, and families. Perry and Dick show a lot of similarities with each 

other, but they also have differences.  

 When you commit a crime with someone, there is bound to be some kind 

similarities in each other. For instance, both Dick and Perry were in jail at the same 

time, in fact celled together. It was Perry’s first time in jail while it was Dicks second time 

there. While in jail, they became friends always talking. In jail, they were able to get to 

know each other. We are told “The two young men had little in common, but they did not 

realize it, for they shaped a number of surface traits” (Capote 30).Dick and Perry show 

us that they both have built up anger towards people. They end up taking their anger 

out on the Clutter Family. Their motives for the murder were not sufficient enough to kill 



an innocent family. Each family member resembled someone that upset or hurt Dick 

and Perry. Moreover, the two of them tour a piece of out of anyone who knew or loved 

the Clutter family. Dick and Perry were together throughout every crime committed they 

stood together. In the end they are hung together because they received the death 

penalty both times they went to trail. When the day came for them to be punished they 

had the same meal “Shrimp. French fries. Garlic Bread. Ice Cream and Strawberries 

and whipped cream. Understand Smith didn’t touch his much.”(Capote 338). 

 Between Dick and Perry, they have different personalities. In appearance Dick is 

small but athletic and Perry is muscular with a hurt leg. When we were first introduced 

to both protagonists, we could not really notice the difference in who they were. The 

only thing was Perry was put in jail for the first time and Dick was jailed for his second 

time. As time progressed we seen that Dick and Perry started to drift away as friends 

because Dick started to be his own person.  Dick had left Perry at a Laundromat after 

they stole a car. Dick was showing no emotion towards the horrible event he created. 

Whereas Perry was hallucinating and replaying what had happened in his head over 

and over while seeing police officers everywhere.  Perry was starting to go crazy he was 

starting to get mad at Dick for taking so long to pick him up. We see that Dick has no 

conscious where Perry does based on what was happening to him. When they pick up 

the little boy and his frail grandfather, we start to see Dick actually has emotion. Dick is 

jittery at the fact that the grandfather could die at anytime. When the two are actually 

caught and questioned Dick and Perry keep the same story, but Dick eventually starts 

to break. The agents were able to match foot prints to Dicks boot, causing him to blame 

everything on Perry. This shows us that Perry is a more loyal friend then Dick because 



Dick sold Perry to the cops a lie. Once they are both in jail, Perry wrote in a journal 

confessing he was the one who killed all four Clutters. Dick says Perry is “Only he’s 

critical. Two-faced. So jealous of every little thing.” (Capote 335).  

 When Perry is talking he is always says “Oh God” or “Jesus.” Showing us that he 

might be religious making the audience question what kind of person he is. We do not 

know if it had anything to do with the fact the Clutter family was Methodist. He cannot be 

as religious as most people because he would have not murdered a family that involved 

two little kids. The end of the story talks about Perry receiving a letter from a soldier who 

says he can teach him about Catholicism. Perry writes back and denies the religion but 

wants to be his friend.”I’ve tried to believe, but I don’t, I can’t, and there’s no 

pretending.”(Capote 262). Dick shows no kind of personality besides aggressiveness, 

hostility, and controlling of Perry. We do not see a reason for him to be that way 

because he has a family who loves him. Readers see Dick as just “plain evil” towards 

others. Towards the end we start to see Dick and Perry’s attitudes change, sort of a 

switch. Perry is calm and collective as if nothing happened. When the police tell him that 

Dick confessed, he revealed what actually happened. Once in jail, Perry writes in a 

journal that he was the one that shot all four of the Clutters whereas, Dick starts 

planning an escape from jail unfortunately for him the guards confiscate his plans. They 

were hung, Dick first Perry second. Dick was more accepting and apologetic whereas, 

Perry was against everything. Dick said “I just want to say I hold no hard feelings you 

people are sending me to a better world than this ever was” (pg339). Perry said “It 

would be meaningless to apologize for what I did. Even inappropriate. But I do . I 



apologize.” (Capote 340). Before that he was talking about how he does not approve of 

the death penalty. It did not really make a difference.  

 The difference of Perry and Dick are shown as well as the comparison between 

the two. Their differences outweigh their similarities because Dick and Perry do not 

have many commonalities. In the end we read of the most important commonality of the 

two, which is die together. They were hung, Dick first Perry second. Dick was more 

accepting and apologetic whereas, Perry was against everything. Dick said “I just want 

to say I hold no hard feelings you people are sending me to a better world than this ever 

was” (pg339). Perry confessed to killing the Clutter family and Dick could not bring 

himself to kill anyone.  And the major difference is that Perry might have been 

schizophrenic during this entire investigation where Dick was perfectly sane.  
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